In vitro tubulogenesis of Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) spheroids occurs depending on constituent cell number and scaffold gel concentration.
In vitro tubulogenesis has been employed as an experimental model system to study tissue morphogenesis of internal organs. It has been previously shown that Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells form tubes in the presence of hepatocyte growth factor in 3D cultures. Although these cells are expected to form tube structures in some microenvironments independent of chemical stimulation, little is known about the cellular mechanisms in organizing such an anisotropic multicellular structure. Here, we report 3D culture conditions that induce MDCK tubulogenesis without growth factor stimulation. We found that the cells spontaneously form elongated tube structures through aggregation processes in a specific range of both constituent cell number and scaffold gel concentration, while they form spherical aggregates in other conditions. We then examined cellular activities affecting tubulogenesis and showed that cell proliferation is not required for the tube elongation. Furthermore, we revealed that cells in the tube tips generate traction forces and pull the surrounding scaffold gel to migrate, resulting in the tube elongation. Our results suggest that the constituent cells during the aggregation process interact each other via mechanical forces transmitted in the scaffold gel, leading to the spontaneous tube formation.